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WO more changes have been made in the
Faculty. Mr. Place, whose familiar face has
haunted the Physical Laboratory for some time,
has resigned his position, and is now in the employ
of the General Electric Co., in the high-tension
switchboard department, at Schenectady, N. Y.
Mr. Place has the well-wishes of the entire school
in his new position.
Mr. Harris, who, for several years, has been
Superintendent of the shops, has also resigned,
and leaves the first of the year to accept a government position at Albany, N. Y. Mr. Harris has
proved himself a competent instructor, and his
ability as a practical Man needs no comment. We
wish him success in his new employment.
,otot.se
OME time ago we made mention of the fact
that arrangements had been made whereby
the library would be kept open three evenings
during the week in order to allow students to take

advantage of the benefits to be derived from its
use. The practice has been discontinued, however, owing to the fact that the number of students using the library did not warrant this additional outlay. The plan was also suggested, and
has been tried, of keeping the library open till
six in the evening, but this also did not warrant
the additional expense incurred, and now the
hours are the same as before the above changes
were made. As it is now, the library hours are
better suited to the students than are those of
libraries in similar institutions of learning.
"AAA

W

ITH the closing of the foot-ball season last
Thanksgiving, one of the most prosperous
foot-ball years ever witnessed at Rose goes into
retrospect. Altho the percentage of games won
does not compare favorably with that of some
previous years, still, all things considered, the
team has made a record of which they may well
be proud. Out of six games played they have
won three, and two of the remaining games would
have been to their credit had it not been for
that one mysterious failing, their inability to
score when the ball was within a few yards, and
in many cases within a few feet, of the goal line.
In each of the two games above referred to, the
team seemed unable to make the required gain of
a few feet when most needed. In each game the
ball was forced down the field with ease until
within the fatal limit, when the team seemed
either to lose their accustomed vigor or their opponents to gain force. They were held repeatedly for downs which would give their opponents
the ball, and then the tables seemed turned.
The only possible solution is that altho the team
had several good plays, they had no one play
which was sure to net a gain.
The position of fullback, which has been so
ably filled for the past four years by Meriwether,
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will next year be vacant. Meriwether has proved
himself one of the best, if not the best, fullback
in the state, despite the fact that Indiana University's coach does not this year place him on
the all-Indiana eleven. Another mistake is in
naming Arnold for sub-end. The writer evidently confused the name of Dickerson with that
of Arnold.
Financially, the Athletic Association is probably in better condition now than it has been for
some time. Due to good management, the losses
on foot-ball games were less this year than for
many years past, and would the good people of
Terre Haute patronize the game as we feel they
should, the management would be enabled to have
more games played on the home grounds. As it is,
however, each game is a heavy loss, as only a
nominal fee is charged for admittance.
APIat
EDITOR ROSE TECHNIC:

I N "Notes on Photographic Chemistry," by H.
Schwartz,'01, which appeared in the November number of THE TECHNIC, the author states
that "A developer made of the three constituents
just mentioned, would answer for all cases if the
time of exposure were exactly right." The constituents referred to were ferrous oxalate, sodium
sulphite and an alkali, either hydroxide or carbonate.
As a matter of fact, these three substances are
never used in any combination in photographic
developers, for the following reasons:
Ferrous oxalate is very difficulty soluble in
water—about one part in one-thousand—but is
readily. soluble in potassium oxalate, forming the
double salt Fe(C2 04)2 K2± 112 0. Addition of
carbonates or hydrates of soda or potash to this
solution precipitates basic ferrous oxalate and the
solution loses its developing power. The author
has probably confused the modern alkali devel-

opers with the older ones of acid reaction. The
oxalate developer generally used is made by adding one part of a twenty-five per cent solution of
ferrous sulphate to four parts of a solution of potassium oxalate (1 to 4), adding a few drops of
sulphuric or citric acid solution to distinctly acid
reaction. The developer should never be alkaline. The ferrous sulphate combines with some
of the potassium oxalate to form the double salt
before referred to, which is held in solution by
the remainder of the potassium oxalate. Sodium
sulphite is not necessary, as the developer produces no stain.
This developer has been superceded almost entirely by more modern developers, such as pyrogallol, hydrochinon, amidol (paramidophenol),
pyrocatechin, (isomeric with hydrochinon), metol, (methylparamido-metacresol), and many others, some of which are patented proprietary compounds, such as eikonogen, adurol, etc. With
one exception—amidol—all of these require alkalies, either carbonates or hydrates, and in nearly
every case sulphite of soda is recommended as a
preservative.
E. B. HARRIS.
NOVEMBER 24, 1899.

Jt.iewit
EDITOR ROSE TECHNIC:

I desire to thank Mr. Harris for pointing out the
error in regard to the composition of developers. The three constituents referred to were not
ferrous oxalate, sodium sulphite and an alkali,
but, any developing agent, sodium sulphite and
an alkali. The fact that ferrous oxalate was not
of the same class of developers as hydroquinone,
para-amido, phenol, etc., and would not work in
the presence of an alkali, as pointed out by Mr.
Harris, was overlooked when the sentence referred to was written. A statement should have
been made that in the case of this reducing agent
alkali and sulphite were not used.
H. S. SCHWARTZ,'01.
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Coal itnatvi$
OME time ago a preliminary report of this
Li committee was presented to the American
was
Chemical Society. The committee's desire .
to present the following as their final report. In
doing this, they are well aware that more experimental work on some points in the report is very
desirable. But no member of this committee is
able, at present, to give much further time to the
matter, and it is felt that nothing can be gained
by further delaying the report.
In presenting the report, the committee wish
to express their thanks to those who have so
kindly aided the committee by their criticisms and
otherwise; especially to Mr. W. H. Clingerman,
of the Frick Coke Co., who furnished samples of
the Pennsylvania coking coals; to Mr. R. C.
Hills, of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., of Denver; to Mr. William Kent, of the Engineering
News; to Mr. William Glenn, of the Baltimore
Chrome Works; to Professor N. W. Lord, of
Ohio State University, Columbus; to M. E. L.
Heath, of the Calumet & Hecla Smelting Works,
South Lake Linden, Mich.; to Mr. George H.
Eldridge, of the United States Geological Survey,
and to Messrs. R. W. Atkinson and A. J. Atkinson, of Cardiff, Wales.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
1. Sampling.—In sampling from cars proceed
as follqws: Beginning at one corner the car,
drive a scoop-shovel vertically down as deep as it
will reach. Bring it out with all the coal it will
hold and throw into a cart or wheel-barrow. Repeat, taking six scoopfulls along one side of the
car, at equal intervals, six through the center and
six along .the other side. Place the coal taken on
a close, tight floor. Break all the lumps larger
than an orange. Mix by shoveling it over on
*Report of a Committee of the American Chemical Society, presented at the Columbus meeting and reprinted, with permission,
from the Journal ofthe American Chemical Society for Dec., 1899.

itself, back and forth. Quarter, and reject opposite quarters. Break finer, as may be necessary, and continue to quarter down till a sample
is obtained small enough to go into a quart fruit
jar and having no pieces larger than one-fourth
inch cube. The sample may, with advantage, be
run rapidly through a mill which will break it to
the size mentioned. Transfer to the jar and make
sure the latter is sealed air-tight before it is set
aside. All of these operations should be conducted as rapidly as possible to guard against any
change in the moisture content of the coal.
Modifications of this method of sampling will,
of course, suggest themselves, and in some cases
will be necessary. When possible, a more representative sample may be secured by taking
shovelfuls of the coal at regular intervals during
the loading or unloading of the car. In any
method of sampling two conditions must be insisted on; the original sample should be of considerable size and thoroughly representative, and
the quartering down to an amount which can be
put into a sealed jar should be carried out as
quickly as possible after the sample is taken.
Unless the coal contains less than two per cent.
of moisture, the shipment of large samples in
wooden boxes should be avoided.
In boiler tests, shovelfuls of coal should be
taken at regular intervals and put in a tight, covered barrel, or some air-tight covered receptacle,
and the latter should be placed where it is protected from the heat of the furnace.
In sampling from a mine, the map of the mine
should be carefully examined and points for sampling located in such a manner as to fairly represent the body of the coal. These points should
be placed close up to the advancing crescentshaped front of the workings. Before sampling,
make a fresh cut of the face from top to bottom
to a depth which will insure the absence of possi-
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That other factors must also be taken into conble changes or of sulphur and smoke from the
blasting powders. Clean the floor and spread a sideration, in some cases, is illustrated by the folpiece of canvas to catch the cuttings. Then, lowing occurence, cited by Mr. R. C. Hills:
"A railway manager had a car of coal from the
with a chisel, make a cutting from floor and roof,
say three inches wide and about one inch deep. South Platte field sampled and got me to analyze
Do not chisel out the shale or other impurities it. The sample was taken in the summer time,
that it is the practice at that mine to reject. and although a lignite containing, usually, twelve
Measure the length of the cutting made but do per cent: of moisture, it only afforded ten per
not include the impurities in this measurement. cent. Later on he concluded to try a car from
With a piece of flat iron and harhmer break all the Franceville field, also lignite, affording in the
pieces to one-fourth inch cube or less, without summer time about fifteen per cent, of moisture.
removing from the cloth. Quarter down and The sampling was done in the later part of Notransfer to a sealed bottle or jar. For the "run- vember, and I obtained about twenty-one per
of-mine" sample, samples taken at several points cent, out of it. In both cases determinations
in this manner should be mixed and quartered were made elsewhere. The result was great indown. If the vein varies in thickness at different justice to the Franceville operators and to the
points, the samples taken at each point should best interests of the railway. Evidently, there
correspond in amount to the thickness of the vein. was accordance between the chemists on each
For instance, a small measure may be filled as sample, but had the conditions under which the
many times with the coal of the sample as the samples were taken been reversed each would
vein is feet in thickness. Should there appear have varied several units from the values found."
A car load of many western coals may lose sevdifferences in the nature of the coal, it will be
more satisfactory to take, in addition to the gen- eral hundred pounds of moisture daily while
eral sample, samples of such portions of the vein standing on the track, and the same coal may
lose several per cent. of moisture by standing for
as may display these differences.
For analysis, quarter down further to about a few days or weeks in a loosely stoppered bottle.
2. Moisture.—Dry one gram of the coal in an
100 grams. Run this portion through a mill
which admits of quick grinding with little ex- open porcelain or platinum crucible at 104°407°
posure to the air. A coffee mill set to grind as for one hour, best in a double-walled bath confinely as possible will answer. The grinding of taining pure totuene. (Victor Meyer: Ber d.
100 grams is recommended, because less water chem. Ges. 17, 2999.) Cool in a desiccator and
and weigh covered.
will be lost than if a smaller sample is ground.
is
moisture
of
With coals high in moisture, and in all cases
determination
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both with the coarsely ground and with
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moderately
remainder
the
11
of
Grind
grams
applied
all determinations made with
be
to
must
and
to
mortar
transfer
fine in a porcelain or iron
if
latter.
Thus,
one per cent. more of moistdeterminathe
other
a tightly corked tube for use in
in
found
the
coarsely ground sample, a
is
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tions than that of moisture.
of
one
cent,
total
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must be subtracted from
The committee wish to urge very strongly upon
of
the other constituents as dechemists and engineers the importance of careful the quantities
sampling and of careful treatment of the samples termined with the powdered sample. Or, in the
in order to secure reliable results, especially in form of a rule: Divide the difference in moisture
by the per cent, of other constituents than moistthe determination of moisture.
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ure as found in the powdered coal. Multiply the
the per cent. of each constituent as found in the
powdered coal by the quotient and subtract the
resulting product from the amount of the given
constituent.
Thus, suppose the results of an analysis give:
Coarsely ground Powdered
coal.coal.

Moisture
Volatile combustible matter

12.07

10.39
34.25

then the correction factor will be1.68
12.07-10.39
= 0.0187
=
89.61
100.-10.39

and the true per cent. of volatile combustible
matter will be34.25-(3425 X0.0189)= 33.61

It is possible that volatile combustible matter
ash may be determined with the coarsely ground
coal without serious error, but we have not
enough data at our command to warrant such a
recommendation.
The toluene bath is recommended for convenience, but any other bath at the proper temperature will answer equally well. In all cases recorded below, the coals gained in weight, probably from oxidation, after one hour's heating, so
that longer heating is not only unnecessary but
undesirable. A higher temperature appears also
to be undesirable (see below).
The results of Dr. Hillebrand as to the loss of
moisture in vacua over sulphuric acid, recorded
in our first report, have been confirmed by the
following results obtained by Mr. N. M. Austin
at the Rose Polytechnic Institute. The results
are, in most cases, averages of from two to six
determinations.
Toluene Toluene

Xylene

First
Hour
107° C

Second
Hour
107° C

First
Hour
138° C

1 0.97
2 4.55
3 1 39
4 1.31
5 1.00
6 1 44
7 14.53
8 8.43
9 1.34
10 10.50

0.92
4.61
1.27
1.29
0.97
1.31
14.23
8.21
1.32
...

1.03
4.60
1.27
1.27
0.97
1.22
14.85
8.31
1.23
...

Xylene In vacus In vacus In vacus
I Over
Over
Over
Second, Sulph. Sulph. Sulph.
Hour i Acid
Acid
Acid
138° C I 7 hrs 24 hrs.
64 hrs.

0.98
4.60
1.15
1.20
0.96
1.15
14.28
8.12
...

1.17
4.69
1.46
1.86
1.10
1.46
14.91
8.91
...
11.04

...
1.45
1.38
1.14
1.49
15.47
890
...
11.55

1 18
5.05
1.56
1.39
1 56
15.25
8.95
...
...
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While it is evident that more water and, doubtless, more nearly the amount of water actually
present, can be obtained by drying for twentyfour hours in vacus over sulphuric acid than by
drying for one hour at 104°-107°, the committee
are not prepared to recommend so radical a departure from common usage for general adoption.
They believe that drying in vacus should be used
when great accuracy is desired, and in all cases
where the determination is to be combined with
an ultimate analysis, but that, so long as the
conditions of sampling are not more carefully
controlled than at present, the difference between
the two methods (average 0.37 per cent.) is not
great enough to justify the general adoption of
the new method.
The small difference found between the determinations at 107° and those at 138° (0.03 per
cent, more at the lower temperature on the average) indicates that a variation of several degrees
in the temperature of the bath will have no appreciable effect on the determination, providing
the temperature is above the boiling point of
water.
A series of comparative determinations made in
porcelain and platinum crucibles gave slightly
higher values, on the average 0.12 per cent., in
the porcelain. This was probably due to the
greater depth of the platinum crucible, causing
the moisture to diffuse away more slowly.
For coals containing less than two per cent, of
moisture, satisfactory results can be obtained by
drying for twenty-four hours in a watch glass
over sulphuric acid, at atmospheric pressure.
(C. B. Dudley). For lignites and for coals containing high per cents of moisture the method is
not satisfactory.
The following determinations made by the
chairman of the committee, demonstrate the impossibility, under some laboratory conditions, of
grinding coal in a moitar without serious loss of
moisture. In these demonstrations about 100
grams of the coal were ground in a coffee mill
and then ten and twenty grams of the coarsely
ground coal were ground as quic!zly as possible
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burn clear, but the under surface should remain
covered with carbon. To find "Volatile Combustible Matter," subtract the per cent. of moist0. Ground once in a Ground twice in a Ground in
ure from the loss found here.
v
iron mortar
coffee mill
coffee mill
N2
The method recommended in our first report,
§ 16 to 20 r gram 16 to 20 gram
gram
and
given here without change, has been the ocgrams one hour one hour
grams one hour
hour
one hour
at 107°
0
casion
207
of considerable discussion within the comat 107° one
at
at 135°
at 235°
mittee, and also by others. Very little experi10.39
1 88° F 12.07 11.70
mental evidence has been submitted to us, how....
11.09
12.14
•
•
•
•
760
11.43
11.96
11.92
.. .
1 88
ever,
and that obtained by Mr. Austin at the
11.05
12.32. • • • • • • • • . . . .
2 .
no
,4
Rose
Institute, appears to be decidPolytechnic
12.83
13.61
13.85
13.38
13.67
3
.
13.24
13.92
14.06
13.56
13 72
3 68
edly in favor of the method given (see tables).
1.03
1.33
1.22
1.19
4 78°"
1.33
The method differs from that of Muckt in
Coal No. 3 gave in vacuo over sulphuric acid placing the crucible six to eight cm. above the
burner, instead of three cm., and in continuing
for twenty-four hours:
Per cent.
the heating for a definite length of time. The
14 03
Ground once
flame is much hotter at six to eight cm. above
13 88
Ground twice
the burner than at three cm., and, if the full
Ground in mortar . . . . 13.62
flame is used, as directed, the crucible will be
Coal No. 4 gave on further drying in vacuo for
sufficiently well covered by it. The time limit
twenty-four hours after heating one hour at 107°:
corresponds more nearly to present practice in
Per cent.
America, and is likely to give more concordant
1 26
Ground once
results than Muck's direction to -stop heating
1.24
Ground twice
1.07
Ground in mortar
with the dissappearance of flame at the edge of
the
lid of the crucible. The time limit is that
A large amount of additional work on the subproposed
by Hinricks, but the use of a blast is
ject of moisture, with coals of a greater variety,
omitted.
seems desirable. Enough has been done, howIn discussing the subject, it should be disever, to demonstrate that a close approximate to
tinctly
understood, at the outset, that the term,
the truth can be obtained only by the most careCombustible Matter," does not repre"Volatile
ful treatment of the samples. Every coal ansent
any
compound or class of compounds
definite
alyst, who has not given careful attention to the
which
exist
in
the coal before heating. Mr.
question, should convince himself by comparative
Austin's
results
demonstrate that some of the
demonstrations that the methods which he uses
carbon
which
escapes
in the form of volatile comdoes not cause serious loss of water before the depounds
on
rapid
heating,
is separated in the free
termination is made. state
and
remains
as
"Fixed
Carbon" when the
Volatile Combustible Matter.-Place one gram
of fresh, undried, powdered coal in a platinum first heat is applied slowly. It is well known,
crucible, weighing twenty or thirty grams, and too, that many of the compounds contained in the
having a tightly fitting cover. Heat over the ga.4 and tar formed by heating bituminous coals
full flame of a Bunsen burner for seven minutes. are decomposed by heat with the formation of
The crucible should be supported on a platinum free carbon. The "Fixed Carbon" retains a
triangle, with the bottom six to eight cm. above considerable amount of hydrogen which is prothe top of the burner. The flame should be fully gressingly expelled by heating to higher and
twenty cm. high when burning free, and the de- higher temperatures, until, at temperatures aptermination should be made in a place free from proaching that of the electric arc, it all escapes
draughts. The upper surface of the cover should
Chemie der Steinkohe, p. 1o.
in an iron mortar and transferred at once to a
stoppered tube.
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and the carbon remaining crystallizes in the form
of graphite. It follows, therefore, that, no matter what method of heating, or what temperatures
are used, the determination must be an arbitrary
one.
The two considerations which shall have greatest weight in the selection of a method appear to
be that the method chosen should, if possible,
give results which approximate closely to those
obtained in the commercial manufacture of coke
from the same coals, and that the method should
be one which can be accurately described, so that
different operators will secure concordant results
with samples of the same coal. No experimental
evidence on either point has been furnished the
committee. Some evidence upon the first point
is furnished by Mr. Austin's work below, and
the results are certainly favorable to the method
which we propose.
The most serious objection which has been
raised against the method is the claim that certain non-coking coals suffer mechanical loss from
the rapid heating. No evidence as to the extent
of such loss has been given. The following determinations of ash in the original coal, and in
the coke obtained by the method recommended,
prove that in case of these coals, at least, any
mechanical loss which occurred must have been
insignificant. Coals 5, 6, 7, and 8 were coking
coals; 10 was a non-coking coal from Colorado.

One chemist has furnished us with data which
show that he has obtained, with the use of a Rose
crucible in a muffle, results which agree closely
with those obtained by the method proposed by
the committee. Further evidence upon this point
is very much desired, as the exigencies of many
laboratories demand that the determinations
should be made in a muffle.
The following determinations of coke by different methods were made by Mr. N. M. Austin.
The coals used were:
3. Coking coal, Little Mine, Pa.
4. Coking coal, Mammoth Mine, Pa.
5. Coking coal, McClure Mine, Lemont, N. Y.
6. Coking coal, Valley Mines, Pa.
7. Lancaster semi-block coal, Owen Co., Ind.
8. Coking coal used at the T. H.Water Works.
9. Coking coal from Hautana, Tenn.
10. Non-coking coal from Colorado.
Coals 3, 4, 5, and 6 were furnished by Mr.
Clingerman, of the Frick Coal Co., with the
statement that these coals run very evenly for
the production of coke, and give a yield of sixty
to seventy per cent.
COKE.
5 Minutes
Inch High
Flame.
5 Minutes
Full Flame.

31A minutes
Full Flame.

7 Minutes
Full Flame.

7 Minutes
Full Flame.

Wet Coal.

Dry Coal.

3.

67.33
67.36

67.03
67.50
67 62
67.96

71.55

66.52

4.

68.96
69.02

68.92

73.41

67.92

No.

3% Minutes
Over Blast.

Ash from
Coal.

Ash from
Coke.

5

4.74
4.72

4.75

543
5.35
5.39

5 43

6

2.32
2.37
13.52
10.62

2.32

5.

68.97
68.31

67.78

72.88

67.71

1:52
10.60

6.

68.97
68.90

68.99

73.60
72.92

67.41

7.

48.82
49.27

50.30
50.46

54.32

46.91

8.

53.70
53.65

53.57

59.00

51.58

9.

65.68
65.94

65.75

70.30

65.35

10.

41.48

, 41.55
37.40

45.43

39.31

7
8
10

Further determinations of this kind with noncoking coals are very desirable, but, even if a
small amount of mechanical loss is found to occur in such cases, it does not follow that a dfferent method should be used for them. Since the
determination is, in any case, an empirical one,
uniformity in the method for all cases is extremely desirable.
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The moisture in these coals is given on p.
The agreement with the commercial coking value
for the Pennsylvania coals must be considered as
satisfactory. The effect of slow heating in increasing the amount of coke is very evident.
The amount of coke, or of fixed carbon, by slow
heating was, on the average, 4.58 per cent. higher
than by the rapid heating. That this is not due
to mechanical loss is proven by the ash determinations above.
In using the blast, the flame of the blast was
applied before the flame of the Bunsen burner
was removed. The results are, on the average,
1.38 per cent, lower than with the Bunsen alone.
It is believed that this is not due entirely to the
expulsion of volatile matter, but, in part, to the
fact that the flame of the blast is more strongly
oxidizing and carbon dioxide and water vapor enter the crucible from it in larger amount. The
fact that the western coals, 7, 8, and 10, with
their more porous, and, in the last case, pulverulent coke show much greater differences than the
others, supports this view. The results with the
Bunsen alone approach more nearly to the commercial coking values, and it is believed, too,
that they are much more likely to give concordant results in the hands of different operators.
Little difference is shown in the average between the results with the original wet coal and
with the dry coal. The use of the wet coal is
recommended because the drying causes changes
in the coal otherwise than by expelling the
moisture, and because undried coal is always
used in the manufacture of coke. No time is lost
by such a procedure, since the ash can be determined much more quickly with the coal used for
the moisture determinations than with the coke.
It took four hours to burn the coke and ash in a
platinum crucible, while the dry coal may be
burned in a porcelain crucible in two hours or
less.
The results of Messrs. Meade and Attix seem
to show very clearly that the heating of coke or
anthracite coal in a crucible with the blast causes
a very considerable loss by oxidation. It is probable that heating with the blast in an atmosphere

of nitrogen or hydrogen is the most satisfactory
method for materials of this class, but further
comparisons of the results obtained in that way
with the results obtained by the method recommended by the committee are very desirable.
Ash.—Burn the portion of powdered coal used
for the determination of moisture, at first over a
very low flame, with the crucible opened and inclined, till free from carbon. If properly treated,
this sample can be burned much more quickly
than the dense carbon left from the determination
of volatile matter. It is advisable to examine the
ash for unburned carbon by moistening it with alcohol.
When the sulphur in the coal is in the form of
pyrites, that compound is converted almost entirely into ferric oxide in the determination of
ash, and, since three atoms of oxygen replace
four atoms of sulphur, the weight of the ash is
less than the weight of the mineral matter in the
coal by five-eights of the weight of the sulphur.
While the error from this source is some times
considerable, the committee does not recommend
such a correction for "proximate" analysis.
When analyses are to be used as a basis for calculating the heating effect of the coal, a correction should be made. (See below).
5. Fixed Carbon.—This is found by subtracting the per cent, of ash from the per cent, of coke
as found in paragraph three. Sulphur, which
passes partly into the "Volatile Combustible
Matter," and partly into the coke, is not considered in the calculation.
6. Sulphur.—Eschka's method is recommended for general use. The following directions,
which are given for the convenience of those
using this report (see those of G. L. Heath),
with slight modifications:
Mix thoroughly one gram of the finely powdered coal with one gram of magnesium oxide
and one-half a gram of dry sodium carbonate, in
a thin platinum dish having a capacity of 75 to
100 cc. A crucible may be used, but a dish is
preferred. The magnesium oxide should be light
and porous, not a compact, heavy variety.
1Journal American Chemical Society, 20, 630.
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The dish is heated on a triangle over an alcohol lamp held in the hand, at first. Gas must
not be used, because of the sulphur it contains.
The mixture is frequently stirred with a platinum wire and the heat raised very slowly, especially with soft coals. The flame is kept in
motion and barely touching the dish, at first, till
strong glowing has ceased, and is then increased
gradually till, in fifteen minutes, the bottom of
the dish is at a low red heat. When the carbon
is burned, transfer the mass to a beaker and
rinse the dish, using about fifty cc. of water.
Add fifteen cc. of saturated bromine water and
boil for five minutes. Allow to settle, decant
through a filter, boil a second and third time
with thirty cc. of water, and wash till the filtrate
gives only a slight opalescence with silver nitrate
and nitric acid. The volume of the filtrate
should be about 200 cc. Add one and one-half
cc. of concentrated hydrychloric acid, or a corresponding amount of dilute acid (eight cc. of an
acid of eight per cent.). Boil till the bromine is
expelled and add to this hot solution, drop by
drop, especially at first, and with constant stirring, ten cc. of a ten per cent, solution of barium
chloride. Digest on the water-bath, or over a
low flame, with occasional stirring till the precipitate settles clear quickly. Filter and wash, using either a Gooch crucible or a paper filter. The
latter may be ignited moist in a platinum crucible, using a low flame till the carbon is burned.
In the case of coals containing much pyrites or
calcium sulphate, the residue of magnesium oxide should be dissolved in hydrochloric acid and
the solution tested for sulphuric acid.
If desirable, the burning of the coal with
Eschka's mixture may be carried out in a muffle,
from twenty to thirty minutes being required.§
The following determination made by George
Steiger, under the direction of Dr. Hillebrand,
demonstrate the necessity of examining the residue of magnesium oxide and ash for sulphur. In
these determinations both ammonium nitrate and
bromine water were used.
o With coals high in moisture a correction may be necessary on
account of the loss of water in powdering the coal. (See above under Moisture.)
Roth, Stahl in Eisen, XII, 31 (1894).
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Sulphur
Extracted
By
Water.

Additional
Sulphur
Extracted
By
Hydrochloric
Acid.

Total
Sulphur.

4 447
0.744
0.613
1 888
2 652
1.392
1.879
0.957
0.593

0.114
0.057
0 037
0.111
0.067
0.082
0.083
0.041
0.032

4.561
0.801
0 650
1.999
2.719
1 472
1.962
0.998
0.625

A mixture of five grams of the sodium carbonate ar d ten grams of the magnesium oxide should
be boiled several times with water, the solution
filtered and acidified, the amount of sulphuric
acid present, if any, determined, and the appropriate correction applied. The operator should,
of course, satisfy himself that the bromine water
and hydrochloric acid used are free from sulphur.
The following method of R. W. and A. J.
Atkinson deserves consideration from those who
find it more convenient to work in a muffle. The
method has also been applied to iron ores.*
One gram of the finely ground coal or coke is
mixed thoroughly with five grains of dry sodium
carbonate, spread evenly over the bottom of a flat
or shallow platinum dish, and the latter placed
on a rectangular rest made of clay-pipe stems inside of a muffle which, though hot, is still black.
The temperature of the muffle should be raised
gradually duritig half an hour to clear cherryredness, and then kept at the latter temperature
for ten or fifteen minutes. The sodium carbonate should not sinter or fuse. The mass should
not be stirred. When the, carbon is burned,
usually in about forty-five minutes in all, cool,
digest with 100-420 cc. of warm water, allow to
settle, decant through a filter and wash twice by
decantation, and then on the filter, adding a few
drops of a solution of pure sodium chloride, if the
residue tends to pass through the filter. The filtrate is acidified with twelve cc. of concentrated
hydrochloric acid and precipitated with barium
chloride as above. No oxidizing agent is required.
R. W. Atkinson has demonstrated that the
* Soc. Chem. Ind., Mar. 29, i886; Iron and Steel Inst., No. 2 (1896).
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evaporation with hydrochloric acid to remove
silica, which some recommed, is unnecessary.
His statement is confirmed by the experience of
one of the members of the committee in similar
cases.
A few demonstrations made by this method
under the direction of one of the members of the
committee have given good results, but no careful examination of the method has been made.
7. Ultimate Analysis.—It seems to be unnecessary to give directions for the determination of
carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen here. In detertermining carbon and hydrogen, lead chromate,
or some other means for retaining sulphur must,
of course, be used. The amount of nitrogen is
so small that the use of a copper spiral is not
necessary.
The method to be used in calculating the oxygen of the coal presents, perhaps, the question
of greatest difficulty. If we could be sure that
all of the sulphur is present in the form of pyrites, and that this is converted into ferric oxide
in the ash, the oxygen should be found by subtracting from 100 the sum of carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, ash and five-eighths of the sulphur.
This is probably the safest rule which can be
given for general use, and especially for coals
high in sulphur. The operator should, however,
satisfy himself as to whether the ash is practically free form sulphates, and, if possible, whether
the sulphur is mainly in the form of pyrites. If
necessary, the rule shall be modified, in particular cases, accordingly.
8. Heating Effect.—In the preliminary report
the recommendation was made that the heating
effect be given on the basis of the coal burned to
vapor of water at 100° C. After some criticism
from others and further consideration, we have
concluded to recommend that results be given for
the coal burned to liquid water at the ordinary
temperature. The reasons for this recommendation are that this appears to be the common practice in this country, and because coals are burned
to liquid water in the bomb calorimeter, which
undoubtedly furnishes the best determinations of
heating effect at present available. Engineers

and others will, of course, understand that the
heating effect, when stated in this manner, includes three and one-half and four per cent. of
heat which can never be secured under the conditions of practical use.
The most reliable formula for the calculation
of the heating effect of a coal burned to liquid
water is that of Dulong, which gives the calorific power in calories per kilogram.
Calorific Power = 8080 C + 34,360( H — yg0 )+ 2250 S.

For the calculation of the oxygen, see the paragraph on ,ultimate analysis.
The calorific power in British Thermal Units
per pound, may be found by multiplying that in
calories per kilogram by nine-fifths.
The theoretical evaporation effect is to be calculated by dividing the number of calories per
kilogram by 536, or the number of British Thermal Units per pound by 965, and subtracting
from the result one-seventh more than the amount
of water formed by burning one kilogram of the
coal. The addition of one-seventh is given because the liquid water on the basis of which the
heating is given must be considered as changed
from water at ordinary temperature to steam at
100° C. The amount to be substracted may be
taken as 0.55 for most bituminous coals. The
result gives the theoretical number of kilograms,
or pounds, of water converted into steam from
and at 100° C. by one kilogram, or pound, of
coal.
The rule given, tentatively, in our preliminary
report for the calculation of heating effect, from
the amount of combustible matter present in bituminous coals has been found to be of limited
application.
The following averages for the heating effect
of the combustible matter of a series of bituminous coals, and for the composition of the combustible matter which they contain, have been calculated from the results obtained by Professor
N. W. Lord and Mr. P. Haas with a bomb calorimeter. The combustible matter for the calculations included carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and
oxygen. The oxygen was calculated on the supposition that the sulphur was present in the form
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of pyrites. (See paragraph 7.) The calorimeter
result was corrected by subtracting the heating
effect of the sulphur. The sulphur averages are
given, though it was not included in the combustible matter. The results are for coals burned
to liquid water.
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areas is nearly identical. If the heating effect
has been determined for several samples of coal a
factor similar to those in the last two columns
above may be calculated, and this may be used
with a good degree of accuracy for the heating
effect of other samples from the same seam. For
the purpose of said calculations it is recommended
t;
Calories
Calories
that the combustible matter of the coal be calcuper
‘,..15.
per
s
H
C
Kilogram
N
0
°E
lated
by subtracting from 100 the per cents of
By Bomb Kilogram
6,chi
Cal'meter Calculated.
Z
ash and moistures and one-half of the sulphur.
3 1.59 80.63 5.40 12.26 1.71
7860
7847
If the sulphur were all in the form of pyrites,
2 3.01 82.15 5.36 10.97 1.53
8148
8012
five-eighths of the sulphur should be subtracted,
9 2.20 83.66 5 51
8255
9.33 1.51
8255
15 2.29 83.97 560
8372
8.79 1.66
8335
but the rule given is considered sufficiently ac2 1.28 85.93 5 47
7.06 1.54
8508
8523
,curate for the purpose in question.
3 0.59 91.28 4.52
3.29 0.91
8783
8792
In a similar manner, if the percentage compoThe agreement between the calorimeter results sition of the combustible matter in a seam of coal
and those calculated by the formula indicate that has been determined, this may be made the basis
the latter, are sufficiently accurate for most pur- for the calculation of a factor which cm be apposes, when caloricmeter results are not avail- plied for the calculation of the lasting effect of
able.
other samples from the same seam.
Professor Lord concludes from his work (toc.
WILLIAM A. NOYES.
cit.) that the heating effect of the combustible
W. F. HILLEBRAND.
matter of coal from the same seam over wide
C. B. DUDLEY.
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Jlir as a Lubricant
for a journal Bearing.
HERMAN S. HEICHERT,'97.

TMOSPHERIC air is now being used with
good results for illustrating the action of a
lubricant in an ordinary journal bearing, in a machine designed by Prof. Albert Kingsbury, of the
Mechanical Department of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute. The machine is at present a
part of the Mechanical Laboratory apparatus, and
a series of experiments are now in progress for the
purpose of further investigation.
The machine consists of a steel piston or short
shaft, to be rotated, and a cast iron ring or cylinder which acts as a bearing for the shaft, the
whole being supported on rollers mounted on a
suitable frame, as shown in the sketch. The shaft
weighs 5034 pounds, is 6Y
4. inches long and 6
inches in diameter, and constitutes the total
downward pressure on the bearing. The diameter of the cylinder is slightly less than a twothousandth of an inch larger than the shaft—a
fairly loose fit. Both cylinder and shaft are
ground to exact parallelism.
The principal results so far attained are :—first,
the demonstration of the formation of a film of
air between the cylinder and shaft, when rotating, so that the shaft is actually floating on the

A

air and is not in contact with the cylinder at any
point. Second, the determination of the position
of the shaft relative to the ring, whether eccentric or concentric, and changes in its position
with changes in speed of rotation. Third, the determination of the pressures existing in the film
of air at different points around the shaft and the
change of these pressures with change of speed.
These results were accomplished in the following
briefly stated manner:
The cylinder is set horizontally, the shaft inserted in it (both being perfectly clean and dry)
and rotated with the hand by the handle shown
at the end. It can be turned with difficulty at
first, and the harsh, grating sound of metal rubbing on metal will be heard. With an increase
of speed, however, this grating ceases and the
force required to turn the shaft is materially decreased until, after a few revolutions, the shaft
becomes entirely free from the cylinder and rotates on the film of air between. ,Set rotating at,
say 500 revolutions per minute', it will continue
to rotate four or five minutes. Ifiallowed to run,
the speed gradually decreases Trom the start until suddenly the piston breaks hrough the inter-
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vening layer of air and a few more revolutions
suffice to bring it to a sudden stop.
If a more conclusive proof is required that the
shaft is entirely separated from the cylinder, an
electric bell may be included in a circuit of which
the shaft is made one terminal and the cylinder
the other, when it will be found that the bell is
silent as long as the shaft rotates at any considerable speed.
To determine the position assumed by the rotating shaft in relation to the cylinder, it is only
necessary to remove one of the plugs shown in
the top of the cylinder and insert in its stead a
micrometer screw. We have then at once a
means of determining the position of the shaft by
rotating the cylinder on its supporting rollers and
reading the micrometer screw at the several positions around the circle. The electric bell may
again be used to determine when contact has been
made between the micrometer and the piston.
Tests of this character show that the piston occupies a position below the center and in advance
of the lowest point on the cylinder circle. For
example, if in Fig. 2 the shaft be represented as
rotating in the direction of the arrow, the point
nearest the cylinder will be in the vicinity of S.
The higher the speed of the rotation the more
nearly will the axis of the shaft coincide with the

axis of the cylinder. The point S will also shift
its position somewhat with variations of speed.
By reasoning alone one would probably conclude
that the point S would lie near the bottom, but
to the right hand side of the vertical diameter,
the piston rolling up on this side before any sliding action begins. In stopping and starting this
is no doubt true, but as soon as the speed is sufficiently high to cause contact to cease the shaft
will occupy a position as described above.
The third point, a determination of the pressures existing in the film of air, is made in the
following manner: A connection is made by
means of a small rubber tube between one of the
holes drilled in the cylinder wall and a mercury
manometer (a U tube partially filled with mercury). This done, and the shaft set rotating,
the pressures may be measured in inches of mercury by rotating the cylinder on the supporting
rollers,(as was done in finding the position of the
shaft), at as many points around the shaft as desired. Minimum pressure will be found at about
the point A and will be a partial vacuum, the
highest noted being about two pounds less than
atmospheric pressure. The point of maximum
pressure will be found near P, a little to the right
from S, and running up to about three pounds
per square inch above atmospheric pressure at
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some speeds. The pressure curve in Fig. 2 is a
fair sample of the pressures existing—around the
shaft, pressure at any point being laid off to scale
on a radius through that point, from the circle of

---4-

atmospheric pressure. Leaving friction out of
account, the resultant vertical force should, of
course, be equal to the weight of the piston.

This peculiar distribution of pressures would seem
to indicate that the air is drawn out of the wedgeshaped opening near the top of the cylinder and
forced into the same shaped opening at the bottom. Pressures along an element of the cylinder
near the bottom will show an increase from zero
at the ends, which are, of course, open to the air,
at atmospheric pressures to a maximum at the
middle. An element near the top will show atmospheric pressure at the ends and a less pressure
as the middle is approached.
The cylinder, as will be noticed, is closed at one
end and is air-tight except when the valve is
opened, which is necessary when the piston is to
be witdrawn or inserted. If both ends are left
open, it is found practically impossible to level
the cylinder with sufficient precision to prevent
the piston traveling axially when rotation on its
air lubricant—another proof of the small amount
of friction. A few drops of oil allowed to run
into the bearing will cause sufficient friction to
stop the shaft in a very ew revolutions, likewise
a little rust or slight abrasion on one of the surfaces, will cause the experiments to fail. An article by Prof. Kingsbury, giving complete descriptions and data of experiments performed several
years ago, can be found in Vol. IX,Jour. Amer.
Sc. Naval. Engs.
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, Nov, 1899.
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ii Klondike Winter.
W. R. SAN BORN,'96.

T

O give anything like a complete account, or
even an outline of my recent trip to the
Klondike country, is quite impossible in a short
article such as this. So I shall confine myself
merely to giving a rather disjointed lot of information, which read in the proper spirit and rightly summed up, may give you a fair idea of what
a northern winter is really like.
First and foremost, I want to impress upon you
that a Klondike winter is comfortable, which cannot be said of a winter in Chicago. It is comfortable because people are dressed as they should
be, dressed to keep warm and not to be in
style; comfortable, because the wind never blows.
Throughout the winter I kept a diary and weather
report, and only once, on February 22, did the
wind blow hard enough to be considered a blizzard. And only two or three times was there a
fair breeze. This lack of wind is due largely to
the mountains, for on top of them there was generally a stiff enough breeze to suit anybody.
The third factor of comfort is the extreme dryness of the air. This is due partly to the very
cold itself. On a clear, bright, cold day, with not
a cloud in the sky, little flakes of snow fall indolently to the ground, formed from the very air
itself.
How different I find +100 here in Illinois from
—50° in the north. Here with the raw wind
blowing right through me, I think regretfully
of the --300 or —50° of last winter.
Though clothing is a point to be considered, it
is not such.a weighty problem as one might suppose. Weight for weight, I believe am wearing more clothing now, yes, and have hen for a
month past, than I did last winter. The main
points were to be clothed in wool, and have the
texture of all garments open enough to secure

good ventilation, so that the perspiration may all
evaporate, keeping the body perfectly dry. In
real cold weather we used to look like snow men
after coming in from a long hard tramp, not from
snow, for it rarely snows, but the perspiration,
steaming through all our clothing, congealed to
frost all over the outside of our coats.
In detail, I dressed as follows: One suit of
ordinary weight woolen underwear, a sweater,
and a pair of bluejean overalls, made up the
greater part of my wardrobe. (Of the footwear
presently.) That was what I wore about the
cabin, or even to go 300 yards for water, or to
visit our neighbors. For a long tramp, or, if I
intended to be away from the cabin for any length
of time, I added a Mackinaw coat, a pair of heavy
mittens, and a fur cap that covered my head
completely, and at-30° was so warm that it had
to be turned up and worn on top of the head.
In Seattle I bought a pair of Mackinaw pants,
but never put them on after leaving the store.
Strange as it may seem, bluejean overalls were
all that one needed in that line. Ten men wore
overalls where one wore woolen pants.
But the secret of the whole business, I am inclined to believe, is the footwear. Keep your
feet warm and never mind the body. And to
keep the feet warm there is but one formula—
plenty of wool and have it loose enough to give
the feet free play. A simple enough formula but
hard to follow if one cares how he looks. I generally wore a pair of coarse heavy woolen socks,
covered by a pair of low loose felt affairs called
"nips," which in turn were covered by a pair of
knee-high, heavy, fulled German socks and a pair
of moccasins, though in place of moccasins I
often wore a native article called "Muckalucks."
These things were built like grain sacks, with a
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sole of Walrus hide, and the tops, reaching to the was a limit to human sensibility of temperature,
knee, made of oiled seal skin with the hair shaved and that limit is very close to the limit of the meroff. I was kept from falling out of them by raw- curial thermometer; i. e., —40° F. We had with
hide strings, that wrapped about the ankle, and us a good minimum recording alcohol thermomesnow was kept from falling into them by more ter and it didn't require much practice to enable
us to tell —30° from —40° or —20° from —30°.
rawhide strings about the tops.
Another article of native origin, used largely There was something in he general appearance of
by dog teamsters, or by anyone making a long things and the variety of feeling that enabled us
hard trip, is the "Paskay." This is a kind of to guess pretty closely. But below —40° there
long skirt made of bed-ticking, with a hood at- seems to be nothing to go by. We would guess
tached that closes up around the face, generally —50° when it was only —40°, or guess —40°
edged with fur about the face and wrists. Out when it was —60°. The only difference is that
on the broad Yukon River there is more apt to be at —60° a man can freeze a foot, a hand, or a
a breeze stirring, and these Paskays are of partic- nose, off entirely and hardly realize it.
But while such cold weather is not uncomfortular value, for one's woolen shirts, sweaters, etc.,
being so perfectly ventilated, are not the best able, it is extremely treacherous. As long as one
is warm, and ordinarily it's no very great trick
things to venture out in the wind with.
There is something peculiar about good, cold to keep warm, a man is all right. But from one
weather. At every turn one encounters some- cause or another let a man become cold and noththing that at first seems quite paradoxical. When ing can warm him short of a good cabin with a
first we encountered 00 weather we were sleep- hot fire in it, and a good square meal. And pering in a tent, and working hard at building a haps I should have mentioned, while speaking of
cabin. We hadn't bothered ourselves about the comfort, what an important part grub plays in
weather, and the weather hadn't bothered us. keeping a man warm and in warming up a cold
We could see by the ice that it was below +32°, man. I have often noticed that when a man has
but we were simply astounded on getting out our tramped far enough in the cold to have become
thermometer, to find it registered —4°. We had hungry that he then begins to become cold, and
been working just as we had all summer, with no something to eat, even though it be cold and
hats or mittens. The first day that we saw —20° eaten while walking, greatly helps to keep up
we were whip-sawing lumber to make a table, the heat.
A man who is good and cold can't light a fire,
etc. We knew how cold it was, but whip-sawing
was too warm a job. We had to discard coats for his hands, cooling first, are almost numb beand hats, and our mittens were too warm, but we fore he is otherwise very cold. Taking off his
had to hang to them. On making our acquaint- mittens to whittle up a dry stick (and a fire canance with —40°, we very carefully tied up our not be started in any other way) his hands benoses, for we didn't care to have them freeze and come so numb and useless that he cannot close
break off, but we soon discovered that —40° his fingers on a match, and to put them back
doesn't injure any one's smeller, unless it hap- again into the mittens that have meanwhile
pens to be an extra long and thin one. It is far cooled off, is worse than useless.
Aside from the cold, another great bugbear is
pleasanter to give it an occasional rub than it is
to be tied up in a scarf that soon becomes wet, the "eternal darkness" of a northern winter.
and on freezing, becomes a solid chunk of ice. But this, like most things which you read about
However, at —50° it is almost essential that the Alaska and the Klondike, must be taken with a
nose be thus kept in ice, at +32°, instead of hav- barrel of salt. Dawson City being south of the
Arctic Circle is entitled to some sun light every
ing free contact with the outer air at —50°.
temperatures,
I
found
day
of the year, and it gets it, too. Not so much
that there
Speaking of
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because it is south of the Circle, but more be- towering cap of snow, not at all unlike the huge
cause it is so situated on the Yukon River that affair worn by the drum-major of the "Coon
directly south of it the country is level for sev- Town Band."
eral miles. So it gets the hour or so of sun light
But we didn't spend all our time standing out
to which it is entitled during December.
doors looking at the aurora. There are plenty
But as a rule, people are so hedged in with of other out-door occupations. There is prosmountains that they don't get the direct light of pecting, our prime object, but the method of
the sun, rather the reflection from the snow on the thawing our way down to bedrock has beer} writmountain sides. And this lack of sun light, to ten of so often that I'll not repeat it here. We
my notion, is a desirable thing, for were the sun did try one novel scheme, and the scheme worked
to shine directly on the dazzling white snow, one fairly well, but the results obtained did not warwould have snow-blindness to contend with, no rant our continuing. We sunk a hole, in fact
mean enemy either, as we found in crossing Chil- several holes, to bedrock in the middle of a river.
Contrary to popular report the rivers, even the
koot.
I have seen stars out as late as 9:30 A. M., smallest rivulets, did not freeze solid. They all
and have seen them rise again at 2 P. M. Fair came very near it, but that was all. The water
hours of day, but the remaining twenty hours came from some where and had a head back of it,
are not half so black as they are painted. For and the tighter a river froze, the greater this
weeks at a time the sky was perfectly clear, not head became. Then some thing broke. Near
a cloud could be seen, and at night the stars our cabin was a little spring from which a tiny
shown forth so brightly that one might almost stream ran into the river. This in winter became
think them a part of the earth, each star stand- a glacier covering several acres of ground and
ing out like an electric search-light. And the running out half way across Indian River. One
moon was no mean factor. It stood out bright night this tiny stream broke through ice two feet
and clear like a drop of water on a dusty table. tthick and sent huge cakes clear across the river.
And when the moon shown the aurora was of Indian River cut those same capers all winter
secondary importance, and indeed its most pleas- long, the result being that at all times of the wining effects were lost. It was on moonless nights ter there are places to be tound where water is
that we used to stand out of doors bare headed, running over the top of the ice, or running about
in our shirt sleeves, watching the flying colors under the snow, where it remains unfrozen no
until we were in danger of freezing where we matter what the temperature.
stood. What a studio for the artist who designs
Part way across the river's channel the ice does
Scotch plaids. Some times a whole series of par- not freeze to the bottom. Arid where it does not
allel rainbows, moving backward and forward, freeze to the bottom the gravel underlying it does
some times rays emanating from the north, filled not freeze, the result being that a considerable
the upper half of the heavens, some times both stream of water runs through this gravel. The
together. More common hut just as fascinating only place where rivers do freeze to the ibottom
were the big sheets of light that would rise up is on such bars as happen to be exposed during
and float aimlessly through the sky, now grow- the extremely low water which accompanies the
ing, now diminishing, then vanishing altogether. first extreme cold weather. At this time Indian
Nor must we forget the part that the snow River was only about one-fourth its normal size.
plays in lighting up the Klondike night. In fall- It is probable that at this time the exposed bars
ing the snow drops straight down, and there be- froze to bedrock. Later on, due to ice jams being no breeze to disturb it, falls upon every twig low, the water would rise and cover the bars
and branch and bush and stays just where it falls. with a foot or two of ice.
Several such bars we penetrated, and sunk
So it piles up, and every twig carries an over-
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holes in them to bedrock, but on reaching bedrock, water bubbled up from the fissures in the
bedrock, so rapidly that it was all we could do to
keep it bailed out dry while sampling the bedrock to see what our prospects were.
For the amateur, winter is a poor season to
hunt. It's hard enough to climb a steep mountain side in summer, but in winter, with snow on
it the job is almost impossible, at least it is very
much like work. People do hunt Moose in winter, but fall and spring are more favorable. But
small game, such as rabbits, grouse, partriges
and ptarmigans, can keep a man fairly busy.
The three latter are captured with _a shot-gun,
and are such fool birds that it seems almost like
murder to kill them. But the rabbit can lead one
a lively chase. In winter they turn white, and
sitting up in the snow you could step over one
and never see him. A shot-gun is too slow, especially as there is another way so much easier
and more productive of roast rabbit. That is
snares. The most popular, both with the hunter
and the rabbit, being a wire loop tied to a little
sapling that is bent down and kept down by a
little wooden trigger. The snare is set directly
across the paythway that bunny has trod, and
bunny does the rest.
Right gamey sportsmen try to get a shot at the
wolves that roam about the country in bands.
I've seen wolf tracks as thick as rabbit tracks
and have heard the wolves, but never set eyes on
a live one. And I don't know as I know of any
one who ever did see one, but the Indians seem
to be able to catch them. And horrible looking
brutes they are too, even when dead. Having
seen a dead one I am glad to know that I never
saw a live one. A neighbor of ours (he only
lived 14 miles away) aroused by the wolves one
night, opened his cabin door to try and geta shot
at one, and saw standing there a big Moose
that the wolves had been chasing. Moose meat
being worth $.75 a pound, and he being broke,
he overcame any sentiment that he might otherwise have had and shot the Moose. Then he had
to stand guard with his rifle while his partner
quartered the animal and brought it into the

cabin. All the while they could hear the wolves
about them, but never a one showed himself.
Another interesting characteristic feature of a
Klondike winter is the mode of traveling from
place to place. Men are forever on the go, night
and day, up river or down river, wherever there
is a beaten trail, you will find a procession of
sleds, some drawn by dogs and some by men, and
a very, very few by horses, for with hay at $400
per ton, it takes a millionaire to keep a horse.
Not only on beaten trails, but here, there and
everywhere you will see a party of two or three,
or at times a single man, breaking a fresh trail
through the snow. The country is now pretty
well supplied with road-houses, where, for 50c, a
man may find a bunk to sleep in and a stove to
cook his own bacon on, or for $1.00 or $1.50 can
get a square meal of bread and butter, beans and
bacon, canned beef and evaporated potatoes.
These road-houses and miners' cabins, scattered
here and there, make it so that a man seldom has
to tramp more than 20 miles at a time when going anywhere, so he can usually find a place
to sleep at night and a place to get at least two
meals in a day, if not three. But there are places
that men wish to reach, where there are no roadhouses or cabins. Then they have to take with
them, besides blankets and grub, a full line of
cooking utensils, a stove and a tent, no wieldy
load, let me tell you, and thus equipped, two or
more men break a trail, sometimes for miles,
through snow waist deep, through brush and
trees, camping every night in a new place, until
they finally reach their destination. And it is
very seldom that the outfit for such a trip can be
carried in one load; part of it has to be cached
and returned for after the first load is transported
a short distance. These travelers must stop and
get their meals, sometimes eaten in the open air
at 50°; every day, or two days at most, they
must break camp and make it again, must cut
dry wood in plenty, must cut green boughs to
serve as a feather bed when laid on the mattress
of snow or ice.
The greatest misfortune of all, whether the person be a traveler of this latter sort, or be stopping
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at road-houses, he may accidentally get mixed up
with one of those wet places, already mentioned,
and get his feet wet. In Illinois, to wet one's
feet means only a bad cold. In the Klondike it
may mean a frozen foot, or even death. A wet
moccasin will freeze stiff, just the shape of the
foot, next the socks and then the foot. Men
have been found dead within'a mile of Dawson,
where they had broken into the water up to the
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knees, then hadn't the nerve power to step out
onto the ice and walk. Winter traveling is the
disagreeable and dangerous feature of the Klondike.
Such is a Klondike winter. Not by any means
a picnic, yet not really so bad as it is pictured,
and when it is a bit more civilized and the matter
of transportation is solved, it will be a veritable
winter paradise.

Etiumni 1Rotes,
John F. Schwed,'99, is at present located in
Bristol, Iowa.
C. B. Smyth,'99, is in Colorado superintending the erection of stamping mills.
Lawrence E. Troxler, '95, is now Station Superintendent of the Louisville St. Ry. Co.'s
plant.
F. H. Whitten,'98, is now traveling for the
Worthington Steam Pump Co., of Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Arthur P. Stone,'99, is visiting in Terre Haute,
and expects to spend the Christmas holidays at
home.
Mr. A. Stanton, formerly a student at Rose,
and now superintendent of the General Glass
Manufacturing Company, of Anderson, Ind., visisted the Institute recently.
George E. Wells,'96, with the Wagner Electric Company, of St. Louis, has just completed the
installation of the largest transformers ever manufactured, for the Electric Power Company of
Niagara Falls.

Gustav Willius, Jr., is in the employ of the
Great Northern Ry., assisting in the erection of
a large grain elevator at West Superior, Wis.
He is also superintending the installation of the
electric equipment.
In our November issue we stated that John D.
Galloway,'89, was with the Snoqualinie Falls
Power Company, of Seattle, Wash. Mason Galloway,'90, is with the above firm, J. D. G. being
in California at present.
Noble C. Butler,'99, who is in the employ of
the Worthington Pump Company, of Brooklyn,
has recently been admitted to membership in the
Engineers' Club of that city. Mr. Butler is also
a member of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers.
Invitations have been received to the wedding
reception of Miss Lida Oliphant Falkinburgh and
Mr. Charles MacCaughey Sames, on Wednesday
evening, Dec. 20th, at Jersey City Heights. Mr.
Sames is of the Class of '86, and superintendent
of Peter Sames' Mfg. Co., Rockford, Ill.
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OR many years the foot ball games with DePauw have been watched with the keenest
interest by Rose men. The game Saturday, Nov.
18th, was, in many respects, the most exciting
game played for some time, owing to the fact
that in the previous game with DePauw, Rose
won by the close score of 6 to 5. Both teams
were evenly matched, and the game throughout
was a fine exhibition of foot ball. The conditions, however, under which the game was played
were not altogether favorable, at least not to the
Rose team, who are used to practicing on one of
best gridirons in the state. The field at DePauw
is scalped, and as it had been raining hard for
several hours on the previous day, the grounds
were in no condition for a team unaccustomed to
such a state of affairs to play upon. To add to
our misfortunes, the team was materially weakened by the absence of Huthsteiner.
The most noticable feature of the entire performance was the enthusiasm displayed by the
Rose rooters who accompanied the team. A
special car had been secured, and aboitt half the
school witnessed the game and rooted for Rose
as she had never been rooted for before, but all
to no avail.
Hadley kicked off for Rose, and the ball was
downed on DePauw's 35-yard line. After a few

short gains around the ends and a line buck,
which netted eight yards, Rose secured the ball
on downs and rapidly pushed it toward the goal
line. Riggs was given the ball, and by excellent
interference, and some quick work on his own
part, made a run around right end for 25 yards.
By a series of short gains, the ball was carried to
within one-half yard of the goal line, and, from
all appearances, Rose was about to score. The
DePauw men, however, stood their ground, and
this, combined with the fact that the crowd could
not be kept off the field, and by their yelling,
made it impossible for the men to catch the signals, probably accounts for Rose being unable to
score. The ball went to DePauw on downs, and
by several short gains and two excellent runs of
twenty and twenty-five yards respectively, it was
soon brought to the center of the field.
DePauw punted 45 yards to Meriwether, who
failed to gain. A few short gains were made and
Riggs was circling the right end when he slipped,
fell and lost the ball to Ellis, who carried it back
for a touch-down. Weik kicked goal. Score—
DePauw, 6; Rose, 0.
Time was nearly up, and the half ended with
the ball on DePauw's 20-yard line.
DePauw kicked off to Dickerson, who advanced the ball twenty yards before being down-
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ed. The Rose backs broke through the line repeatedly, and Dickerson made two gains of ten
yards respectively. Rose was held for downs on
DePauw's 45-yard line, and seemed to be unable
to resist the rushes of the DePauw backs, who
rapidly advanced the ball to the goal line, Weik
being pushed over for a touch-down. Weik
kicked goal. Score—DePauw, 12; Rose, 0.
Hadley kicked off to DePauw's 10-yard line,
but the ball was rapidly pushed up the field, and
DePauw succeeded in scoring without Rose once
getting the ball. Weik failed to kick goal.
Score—DePauw, 17; Rose, 0.
Time was called with the ball in the vicinity of
Rose's goal.
The line up:—
POSITION.
ROSE.
DE PAUW.
Center
Appleton
Brown
Peker
Right guard
McClure
Bowie
Left guard
Adams
Tallmadge
Right tackle
Pearson
Hadley
Left tackle
Reep
Kidder
Right end
Ellis
Dickerson
Left end
Davis
Lindenberger
Quarterback.
Cartwright
Pflegmg
Right half
Blakely
Riggs
Left half
Peterson
Meriwether
Full back
Weik
Referee, Gerber; Umpire, Allen; Timekeepers, Ader
and Wilder. Halves 30-25. Touchdowns, Ellis, Weik 2.
LOUISVILLE Y. M. C. A.,0; ROSE, 18.

On the 26th of November, Rose again showed
her ability to defeat the best team Louisville could
put on the gridiron. This year she played the
Y. M. C. A. team, for the L. A. C. is no longer
in existence. The Rose men, however, who
played in last year's team, recognized quite a
number of the Y. M. C. A. players as being the
pick of the team they played against last year.
The game was rather a peculiar one, all the
scoring was done in the first half. During this
half, Rose out played their opponents at every
point, and would have had another touch-down
if the half had been a few minutes longer. The
Y. M. C. A. had the ball only once, and then a
bad pass gave Rose a touch-down. In the second
half, Instructor Mecklin took App's place at half
back, and it is probably due to him that the Y.
M. C. A. team kept Rose from scoring in the
second half, although fumbling and misunder-
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standing signal must also be taken into consideration.
Y. M. C. A. kicked off twenty yards to Peker,
who returned it five yards. Huthsteiner bucked
guard for three yards, and Meriwether was
sent through the same place for five more. Kidder went round end for five yards, and Dickerson made four yards through tackle. After a
series of short gains through the line, Riggs
went twenty yards on "left end over" play.
Riggs and Meriwether then made four yards
each, putting the ball on Y. M. C. A.'s 5-yard
line. Here a line buck yielded a small gain, and
Kidder was thrown back for. a loss at tackle.
Then Riggs was sent round right end for a touchdown. Hadley kicked goal. Score—R. P. I.,
6; Y. M. C. A., 0.
McDonald kicked off forty yards to Merriweather, who advanced it twenty-five yards.
Then, with very much the same tactics used for
the first score, Rose steadily forced the ball down
the field. Meriwether was sent over for a touchdown. Hadley kicked goal. Score—R. P. I.,
12; Y. M. C. A., 0.
McDonald kicked thirty-five yards to Huthsteiner, who returned it ten yards. Riggs made
twenty yards on "left end over." Kidder made
twenty more around the end. Then, on the third
down, Meriwether punted thirty-five yards out
of bounds. It was Y. M. C. A.'s ball on their
own 5-yard line. The center made a bad pass.
The ball rolled to the full back, who tried to pick
it up, but fumbled. Kidder fell on the ball for
a touch-down. Handley kicked goal. Score—
R. P. I., 18; Y. M. C. A., 0.
McDonald kicked off twenty-five yards. Hadley catches the ball and returns it ten yards.
Then, by a series of excellent plays, Rose carried
the ball to Y. M. C.'s 15-yard line, when time
was called.
Second Half.—Hadley kicked off forty yards
to Mecklin, who ran back twenty yards. Rose
immediately secured the ball on downs, but lost
it on a fumble. Rose again held for three downs.
McDonald ten yards, but the ball was given to
Y. M. C. A. for off side play. After making a
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distance, Y. M. C. A. was again held for downs.
Rose then began to carry the ball rapidly down
the field, but soon lost it by a misunderstanding
of the signal. Y. M. C. A. now took a brace
and carried the ball forty yards down the field
before losing it on a fumble. Just as Rose took
the ball time was called.
The line-up was as follows:
P P. I.
PLAYERS
V. M. C. A.
Right End
Ozias
McIlhenny
Right Tackle
Right Guard
Warren
Center
Bushman
Yaeger
Left Guard
Lord
Left Tackle
Morawick and App • . Left End
Stevens and Spindle . . Quarter
App and Mecklin . . . Right Half
Left Half
A. McDonald
Full Back
E McDonald
Length of halfs —25 aud 20 minutes.
Umpire—Van Norman.
Referee—Helmer.

Kidder
Tallmadge
Peker
Appleton
Bowie
Hadley
Dickerson
Lindenberger
Huthsteiner
Riggs
Meriwether

BOARDING HOUSE GAME.

After much wrangling the Houston-Insley foot
ball game has at last been played. Owing to the
unwillingness of Insley's club to play on the
25th, Dr. Mees was asked permission to play on
the 24th. It was then decided that the first team
would play at Louisville on the 25th, and another
change had to be made—the 22d, from 1 to 3
o'clock, being decided upon. The game, which
was played upon a very soft field and in the rain,
resulted in a victory for Houston by a score of
15 to 0. Touchdowns were made by Peddle and
Pine (2). The time of halves was fixed at 20
and 15 minutes, but owing to the time-keepers' desire to see a longer game, the time of the
last half was considerably longer. In the first
half Tallmadge kicked off, and the Houston club
carried the ball steadily back, making a touchdown in about five minutes. Talmadge again
kicked off, and the Houston club was again carrying the ball back, when it was discovered that
Miller, '01, of the Insley team, who had been
struck in the shoulder a down or two before, had
a broken collar-bone.
Miller's injury not only spoiled much of the
pleasure of the game, but seriously crippled the
Insley team. Riggs went to quarter and Kof-

fend to left half, Levy taking the latter's place
at guard. This weakened the line greatly, and
Riggs was missed at half.
After this the game was rather one-sided, for,
although the Houston team was held for downs
several times, their goal was never in danger.
Another touchdown was made just before time
was up, and a third early in the second half. All
of the Houston's backs did good work, as was to
be expected of them. Appleton did particularly
good work by making long runs around the ends.
Insley's backs were more of an unknown quantity, but did well, Koffend did good work, and
Hammel made good gains, but was unfortunate
in frequently losing the ball. As a result of the
game, Jacob was offered the position of subquarter on the second team, and Perkins also received an offer to go as sub.
The line-up was as follows:
HOUSTON.

Davies
Right end
Schwartz
Right tackle
Burge
Right guard
Perkins
Center
Cohn
Left guard
Krieger
Left tackle.
•
Pine
Left end
Jacob
Quarter
Appleton (capt.). . Right half
Oglesby
Left half
Peddle
Full
Dorn
Sub
Referee, Dial; Umpire, Dickerson.
Time-keepers, Warren and

INSLEY.,

Powell
Pettit
Boyce
Miller, '03
Koffend
. . Insley
Palmer
M Miller, '01
Hammel
Riggs (capt.)
Talmadge
Levy

THB THANKSGIVING GAME.

Rose engaged in the best contest on the gridiron for the season of 1899 at Richmond, Ind.,
on Thanksgiving day. The game was, in every
respect, an ideal Thanksgiving day game. The
two teams were very evenly matched and :Jfforded
a crowd of about 1,500 people one of the closest
and most exciting gatnes ever played in the ball
history of the State. One of the Richmond papers saw fit to call it the closest game ever played
on an Indiana gridiron. Whether or not it deserves this distinction is very questionable; it, at
least, was one of the closest.
The game started very auspiciously for Rose.
It looked like it was going to be a repetition of
the game with Earlham on the local campus. In
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many respects it was. The weakness of the two
teams, as far as defensive work was concerned,
and the equally great strength in aggressive work
were just as manifest. The tendency on the par
of both teams toward brilliant individual, instead
of good team work, was just as characteristic as
in the former game. Merriwether for Rose, and
Peacock for Earlham, were both stellar attractions of the game, although Lindenberger succeeded in getting some of the former's applause
by virtue of his striped jersey.
Earlham won the toss and chose the west goal.
Hadley kicked off for Rose to Earlham's 25-yard
line. By the most desperate line bucking, Earlham succeeded in returning the ball to the center
of the field, but there lost on down. With the
ball in her possession Rose soon demonstrated
her ability to gain ground, and succeeded in pushing the Quakers back, gradually but steadily, to
their 15-yard line. There she unfortunately lost
the ball on a fumble.
Earlham's gains were short but regular. Time
after time her backs plunged through Rose's line
for short but disastrous gains. Each down
brought her a few yards nearer Rose's goal, and
finally she succeeded in sending Hastings through
for a short gain and a touchdown. Binford
kicked goal.
Earlham got the ball on the kick-off, but soon
lost it to Rose, who started in in a manner that
suggested a touchdown very much. Mirriwether,
Riggs and Huthsteiner were repeatedly sent
through the line for good gains. In this manner
the ball was carried to Earham's 5-yard line, but
no farther. The Quakers, inspired by several
hundred lusty rooters, took a brace and forced
Rose to surrender the ball on downs. Earlham
had hardly regained the ball until time was called
for the first half, with the score 6-0 in her favor.
Earlham kicked off well into Rose's territory.
Again Rose showed remarkable offensive playing, and a touchdown seemed inevitable. The
line bucking of her backs, with an occasional run
by Kidder, Tallmadge and Dickerson, kept the
ball steadily advancing toward her opponent's
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goal. The ball was finally landed on Earlham's
2-yard line and only the second down. Notwithstanding such an advantage, her two attempts to
gain the necessary distance were futile, and her
opponents justly deserved the ball. It was another magnificent piece of defensive work on the
part of Earlham.
The desperate work which Rose had engaged
in in endeavoring to score, and the discouragement at failing, naturally made her playing somewhat listless from this point on, and it did not
take Earlham long to work her way the entire
length of the field for a touchdown. Binford
again kicked goal. Score, 12-0.
Rose kicked off to Earlham. Notwithstanding
the desperate attempt, made on the part of Earlham, to score again, Rose succeeded in holding
her opponents until time was called, and ended a
game which reflected the greatest credit on Rose's
eleven, even though she failed to score. It was
a game perfectly free from the usual bickering
and wrangling, and revealed the true athletic
spirit which should prevail in such contests.
For Earlham, Peacock, Hastings, Kenwoathy
and Binford did the bailliant work; for Rose,
Merriwether, Lindenberger, Riggs, Kidder, Dickerson and Huthsteiner put up the best game.
The playing of Lindenberger was especially fine,
and was a large factor in Rose's defensive playing. Peker deserves mention for the manner in
which he broke through and stopped a nicely
formed interference, losing several yards for
Earlham. It was by far the keenest bit of play-•
ing of the game.
The line-up:
ROSE.
POSITION.
EARLHAM.
Appleton
Center
Henley
Peker
Right Guard
Hastings
Tallmadge
Right Tackle
Clark
Kidder
Right End
Kenworthy
Hadley
Left Guard
Elliott
Bowie
Left Tackle
Schilling
Lindenberger
Quarter Back. .
Binford
Right Half Back . . Huthsteiner
Grave
Chapman
Riggs
Left Half Hack
Unthank
Capt.
Meriwether,
Full Back
Peacock, Capt
Referee—Tim Harrison.
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be Reduction of 6old by the Chlorination Process.
R. R. WARFEL,'01.

T

HE reduction of gold may be studied under
the following heads:

and when the ore is thrown upon it, approximately one-half is caught by the cups, and the
remainder
is gathered up with the bulk of the
1. The crushing and sampling.
ore.)
2. The roasting.
In the same manner the part saved is thrown
3. The chlorination and lixivation.
upon
a split shovel having one cup, and each al4. The precipitation and production of
ternate
shovelful is saved. This gives a fair sambullion.
ple to be taken to the assaying department. In
As many of the reduction works are custom the assaying
department the sample is crushed
plants, it is necessary to have in connection well- until
it will pass through an 80-mesh screen, and
equipped sampling works, in which the ores are this finely
crushed product is sampled in a mansampled, to establish their value for purchasing ner similar
to the ore just mentioned. It is then
purposes.
assayed to establish its market value.
In the sampling works the ore is crushed by
The bulk of the ore is conveyed to automatic
some form of an ore-crusher, run through large feeders of revolving
dryers. After drying it is
steel rollers and elevated by automatic conveyers passed
through the fine crushing rollers and eleto 4-mesh classifying screens. All of the crushed vated
to another set of classifying screens.
product that is fine enough goes through the
This time the product over -2-1D- of an inch is rescreens into the screen-bins, while the oversize is turned
to the rolls, run through and returned to
returned to the rollers, crushed finer and again the screens until the
entire product will pass
elevated to the screens. This process is contin- through a 20-mesh
screen. The crushed product
ued until all the ore will pass through the screen. should be fine
enough to admit of the whole of
The screen-bins of the sampling works are gen- the gold being laid
open to the attact of the chloerally elevated and so constructed that when the ri he when subsequently
treated with it. It should
ore is drawn from them an automatic sampler al- be coarse enough to
allow all of the soluble chlolows it of it to be delivered at one spout and the rid thus formed,
to be washed out of the ore rapremaining -2-1w from another.
idly and easily.
The A is sampled as follows:
The next process through which the ore goes
One man shovels it into a split shovel held by is the roasting. This operation as a preliminary
another man, and each alternate shovelful is to chlorination is to effect such changes as will
saved. (The split shovel has four or five cups render the metals more easily treated and a larger
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per cent, of the values recovered. These results
are effected by driving out the baser and deleterious compounds or converting them into harmless
ones. For instance, by the expulsion of sulphur,
tellurium, arsenic, antimony and other volatile
substances, and the oxidation of the metals left
behind, so as to have only metalic gold open to
the attact of chlorine. For this purpose various
forms of roasting furnaces are used. One in common use is circular, having an 8 ft. hearth and an
outside diameter of 40 ft. The reactions in the
furnace are probably quite complex, but a study
of some of the simpler ones will give an idea of the
problems that confront the metallurgist. Suppose
we are roasting an ore containing iron, copper and
silver with the sulphides of lead, arsenic and antimony. The temperature of the furnace in which
the operation is to be performed is gradually
raised, the atmosphere being an oxidizing one.
The first effect of the raising of the temperature
is to distil off sulphur, reducing the sulphides to
lower sulphides. The sulphur burns to sulphur
dioxide S02, which coming in contact with
the material undergoing oxidation is converted
into sulphur trioxide S03. It seems that as
soon as the SO2 reaches a certain tension the oxidation of the sulphide is arrested even in an excess of oxygen, and it is not resumed until the
draft changes the condition of the atmosphere in
the furnace, when the lower sulphides are slowly
oxidized, the copper sulphide being converted
into copper sulphate mainly by the action of
S03. It is supposed that part of the iron sulphide becomes sulphate for a brief period, being
decomposed mainly into ferric oxide, the sulphur
passing off.
Any silver sulphide that is present, by the simultaneous presence of the sulphides of iron and
copper, is converted into sulphate. The lead
sulphide is also converted into the sulphate at
this temperature(500°).
The heat is now raised higher for the purpose
of breaking up the sulphate of copper, leaving
the oxides.
The SO3 resulting from the decomposition of
the copper sulphate converts the silver sulphide

into silver sulphate and maintains it as such, just
as at the lower temperature copper had been converted and maintained by the SO3 resulting from
the decomposition of iron sulphide. When only
a small amount of copper sulphate remains undecomposed the silver sulphate begins to break up
(at 700°), partly by the direct action of heat and
partly according to such reactions as follows:
Ag2SO4+4Fe304-=2Ag 6Fe208-+SO2
Ag2SO4+ Cu20=2Ag+ CuSO4+CuO.
The charge still contains lead sulphate which
cannot be completely decomposed at any temperature obtained in the roasting furnace, except in
the presence of silicon.
Some sulphides of antimony are distilled off.
An attempt to remove antimony by rapid oxidation is accompanied by the danger of converting
it into insoluble antimonoxates of the metals present. Therefore, in the early part of the roasting it is necessary to employ a low temperature,
and the presence of steam, as a source of hydrogen, has been found advantageous in removing
the sulphur as hydrogen sulphide.
The following is the reaction:
Sb2 S3+ 3H2=3H2S + 2Sb.
It is found that when the sulphide of antimony
is heated, it dissociates and the tension of the
sulphur vapor would produce a state of equilibrium were it not taken up by the hydrogen and
removed from the furnace. The equilibrium is
thus destroyed and more sulphide is dissociated;
this process continuing until all the sulphide is
decomposed.
The antimony combines with oxygen and escapes as a volatile oxide.
Part of the arsenic is volatilized as the sulphide
and the remainder combines with oxygen and escapes as the oxide.
The decomposition of various minerals present
in complex ores will give a better idea of the reaction in the furnace.
1. Iron Pyrites(Fe S2)
. Upon heating, sulphur is volatilized.
3FeS2= Fe354 ± S2
7FeS2= Fe7S8 3S2
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The sulphur burns to SO2 and coming in contact with the material undergoing oxidation, the
SO2 is converted partially into S03. The ferrous
sulphate found by this is broken up by heat and
the ferrous oxide FeO is converted into the
ferric oxide Fe203, which gives the ore a red
color when cold. If the temperature is too high
or the ore is kept in the furnace too long, some
ferrous-ferric oxide Fe304 is formed.
3Fe2 03= 2 Fe304+ 0.
Copper pyrites Cu S2 Fe2 S3. Copper sulphate is formed by the action of the S03. It in
turn is decomposed, leaving a mixture of cuprous
and cupric oxide, both soluble in chlorine.
Galena Pb S. The presence of this mineral
is detrimental, as both the lead sulphate and lead
silicate (formed by the decomposition in the presence of silicon) are quite fusible at the temperature required to break up copper sulphate, and it
causes the ore to become pasty and to form lumps.
To avoid this the roasting is performed slowly
and cautiously.
Zinc blende (ZnS)forms an oxide and sulphate, of which the sulphate only can be broken
up by a very high temperature. If the blende is
roasted at a high temperature and in an excess of
air, the sulphate is not formed to any great extent.
Certain ores require the addition of salt in
roasting, in order to chloridize material which
would otherwise absorb chlorine and thus cause
additional expense, as well as inconvenience.
If silver as well as gold is to be extracted, salt
must be added to form the chloride of silver in the
furnace, as metalic silver is not attacked by chlorine at the highest temperatures employed in the
leaching vats. The silver is thus dissolved out
by some solvent, either before or after the extraction of the gold.
Even if no silver is present, an ore must be
roasted with salt if it contains much copper sulphide or copper as an oxidized salt, calcium,
magnesium, or any other substance which after
oxidation is rapidly acted on by chlorine.
The amount of salt added varies considerably.
Some sulphides require but 5 lbs. per ton of ore,

while others require as much as 90 lbs. per ton.
The weight of the salt added should be at least
six or eight times the weight of the silver present. If a large amount of salt has been added it
is desirable to leach the ore with water before
treating it with chlorine, in order to remove the
coating of sulphates and chlorides from the surface of the ore. The chemical reaction of the
salt is due to the double decomposition between
it and the sulphates of the heavy metals, by
which sodium sulphate and the chlorids of the
heavy metals are formed.
The following equation represents the reaction:
2 Na Cl ± RS04= RC12 Na2 SO4
Chlorine is also set free by the action of SO3 on
salt, and the former unites with water vapor present to form hydrochloric acid. These gasses act
directly on the several constiuents of the ore,
forming chlorids and oxychlorids, which are in
many cases volatile, and in passing off they carry
with them varying proportions of gold and silver,
which are not recoverable. Such are the compounds of iron, lead, arsenic and antimony.
Other reactions that are supposed to take place
are as follows:
1. Ferrous sulphate Fe SO4 acted on by salt at
a red heat in the presence of air yields hydrochloric acid and chlorine, which act on gold and
silver while ferric sesquioxide and sodium sulphate are formed.
2. Ferric chlorid is formed at the same time.
This is volatile and chloriadizes the silver at a red
heat. The sesquioxide is again formed.
3. Cupric chlorid,is easily decomposed into
cuprous chloride and chlorine, or into the oxichloride and chlorine, giving more nascent chlorine
for the chlorination of silver.
4. Arsenic and antimony form volatile chlorides, which are decomposed by oxygen and water
vapor, yielding arsenious aud antimonious acid,
and nascent chlorine or hydrochloric acid. In
these cases it seems that the baser metals are an
advantage, as they cause chlorine to be liberated
in the furnace and this combines with the silver.
However, gold is lost as the roasting is prolonged.
After the roasting is completed, automatic
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scrapers carry the ore through a trap at the bottom of the hearth on to a water jacket floor,
where it is allowed to cool. From the cooler the
ore is conveyed to hoppers above the mixing
tanks. These tanks are from four to five in
number, and vary in capacity from 5 tons, (these
are 5 ft. in diameter and 9 ft. long), to 10 tons
(6 ft. in diameter and 14 ft. long). The shells
of the tanks are made of heavy steel plate, with
cast iron heads well bolted, and all lined with
heavy sheet lead. In the tank is a filter which
consists of a sheet of perforated lead, wooden
segments and asbestos cloth. The hoppers above
the tanks may be made to contain the exact
quantity to charge the tanks.
The ore is charged into the tanks with enough
water to make it an easy flowing pulp. Bleaching powder and sulphuric acid are then added.
The relative amounts vary with the ore, and the
care with which it has been roasted. An excess
of sulphuric acid is added, however, as it prevents lead and calcium from getting into solution
as chlorids, which would cause a loss of chlorine,
and assist in dissolving any oxide of copper that
would otherwise absorb chlorine. If nothing but
gold is open to the attack of chlorine the actual
amount of the latter absorbed is small. One oz.
of gold requires 54 oz. of chlorine to convert it
into the trichlorid.
The reactions in the tank are as follows:
Ca (0C1)2+CaC12+ 2H2SO4=2CaSO4+2H20-1-4C1.
Bleaching powder.

3C1=AuCla.
After the tanks are charged they are closed
and slowly revolved for from three to eight hours.
The presence of an excess of chlorine is repeatedly tested for and more bleaching powder or acid
added if necessary. When the chlorination is
complete the excess of chlorine is discharged, the
tank filled up with water and again revolved and
then the liquid is drawn off through the filter
heads into the settling tanks just underneath the
mixing tanks.
The settling tanks are about 12'x12'x7' and
are completely lined with sheet lead. The liquid
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is allowed to settle and it is then pumped into
the precipitation vats, which have the same construction as the settling tank. The slimes from
the settling tanks may be rich in gold but are
difficult to treat except by smelting.
The next problem is in adopting a system of
precipitation. Several things are considered in
choosing a precipitant:
1. The precipitant should be capable of decomposing gold chloride rapidly and completely,
even when the latter is present in small quantity.
2. All the other substances likely to be present in the solution should be left unprecipitated.
3. The excess of free chlorine should be
removed by the precipitant by being converted
into hydrochloric acid or into chloride, so as to
avoid any risk of the precipitated gold being redissolved.
4. The precipitate of gold must also be of
such a form that it is easily separated from the
liquid.
Ferrous sulphide is the best known precipitant.
It is made by dissolving iron in sulphuric acid.
Fe±H2SO4=FeSO4+2H.
It is added directly- to the gold solution.
2AuC13+6FeSO4=Au2-1-Fe2C16+2Fe2(SO4)3.
Besides gold, the only other metals precipitated
by ferrous sulphate are those that form the insoluble sulphates, lead, calcium, barium, and
strontium. The last two are scarcely ever present.
If enough sulphuric acid is present, basic iron
salts are not precipitated, and if they are, they
may be separated by slagging off in the furnace.
Hydrogen sulphide is also frequently used. It
is prepared by treating ferrous sulphide with an
acid.
FeS+H2SO4=H2S+ FeSO4.
The hydrogen sulphide is passed for from one
to two hours for 500 gallons of the liquid. The
precipitate is allowed to settle and then the liquid
is drawn off through the filter press. The precipitate is allowed to accumulate for a week or
two and is then taken to the filter press and con-
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verted into hard cakes. It is then roasted with
the filter clothes in a muffled furnace, and after
the sulphur is expelled the metal is melted with
borax and nitre.
This leaves a reasonably pure bullion which
may be purified more by the use of such solvents
as will dissolve the metal with which the gold is
mixed.
The amount of gold recovered by the chlorination process is from 90 to 95 per cent, of the assay value.

The following new books have been received
by the library, and are now accessible to the students:
Abbot, Electrical transmission of Energy.
Barker, Graphic Methods of Engine Designs.
Burgoyne, Library Construction, vrchitecture, etc.
Billings, Ventilation and Heating.
Billings, Water-works Construction.
Barr, Pumping Machinery.
Buckley, Electric Lighting Plants.
Bazin, On Contraction of a Liquid Vein.
Bovey, Hydraulics
Bedell, Transformers.
Christie, Chimney Design
Campin, Construction of Iron Roofs.
Cushing, Standard Wiring.
Clerk, Gas and Oil Engine(Ed. 8).
Donkin, Gas. Oil and Air Engines.
Diesel, Construction of a Rational Heat Motor.
DuBois, Mechanics.
Fuller, Louisville Water Report.
Fuertes, Water and Public Health.
Grover, Gas and Oil Engines.
Georgievics, Farbenchemic.
Ganguillet & Kutter, Formula for Uniform Flow of
Waters in Rivers, etc.
Haworth, Kansas Geological Survey, Vols. 2-5.
Haworth, Mineral Resources of Kansas, 1897-8.
Houston & Kennelly, Dynamo Electric Machinery.
Hjorns, Mixed Metals.
Hutton, Mechanical Engineering of Power Plants.
Hutton, Heat and Heat Engines
Herrick, Modern Switchboards.
Hill, Purification of Public Water Supplies.
Innes, Centrifugal Pump, Turbines and Water Motors.
Johnson, Materials of Construction.
Jameson, Portland Cement.
Jackson, Alternating Currents and Alt. Cur Machinery.
Knapp, Transformers.

Langenbeck, Chemistry of Pottery.
Lewkowitsch, Chemical Analysis of Oils, etc.
Marks, Cranes and Lifting Machinery.
Martin, Details of Building Construction.
Perry, Steam Engine, and Gas and Oil Engines.
Perry, Applied Mechanics.
Pullen, Graphic Methods in Structure-Design.
Peabody & Miller, Steam Boilers.
Peabody, Thermodynamics of the Steam Engine.
Pratt & Alden, Street Railway Road-bed.
Rafter & Baker, Sewage Disposal in U. S.
Robinson, Mechanism.
Risteen, Molecular Theory.
Snyder, Chemistry of Dairying.
Smith, Electro-Chemical Analysis.
Spalding, Roads and Pavements.
Steinmetz & Berg, Alternating Current Phenomena.
Smith, Railway Engineering.
Schumacn, Formulas and Tables for Architects and
Engineers.
Schumann, Heating and Ventilation.
Thomson (Lord Kelvin), Geology and General Physics.
Tratman, Railway Track.
Wegman, Dams.
Wait, Engineering and Architectural Jurisprudence.
Weisbach & Herrmann, Mechanics of Engineering and
Machinery, Vol. 3. Kinematics, Machinery of Transmission, etc.
Weisbach & Herrmann, Pumping Machinery.
Water-Power, Pumping and Power Station Designs.
Practical Electrical Engineering.
American Plumbing Practice.
American Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Heath's German Classics—
Goethe, Faust, Part 1 and 2, Thomas' Edition.
Torguato Tasso.
Dichtung und, Wahrheit.
Hermann und Dorothea.
Iphigenie auf Tauris.
Sesenheim.
Meisterwerke.
Lessing, Minna von Barnhelm.
Emilia Galotti.
Schiller, Ballads.
Der Neffe als Onkel.
Der Taucher.
Der Geisterseher,
Scheffel, Trompeter von Sakkingen.
Ekkelhard.
Heine, Gedichte.
Bernhardt, Aus Herz und Welt.
Stokl, Unter dem Christbaum.
Freytag, Der Rittmeister von Altrosen.
Aus dem Staat Friendrichs des Grossen.
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Baumbach, Meisterwerke des Mittelalters.
Dautche Literaturgeschichte.
Leander, Traumereien.
Zechmeister, Finer muss Heiraten.
Benedix, Gunstige Vorzeichen.
Der Prozess
Plautus und Terenz.
Die Hochzeitsreite.
Hauff, Das Kalte Herz.
Der Zwargnase.
Riehl, Der Fluch der Schonheit.
Das Spielmannskind.
Der Stumme Ratsherr.
Helbig, KomOdie auf der Hochschule,

Wonder if the Juniors have learned the meaning of"Zit" yet?
Dickerson was the winner of that little pool on
the Earlham game.
Dr. Gray entertained the Faculty the evening
of Monday, Dec. 11.
A gas water-heater has been placed in the bath
room of the gymnasium.
Uhl, translating in German, "We have not
seen us for a long time."
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Holberg, Niels Klim.
Volkmann, Kleine Geschichten.
Jensen, Die Braune Erica.
Chamisso, Peter Schlemihl.
Ebner-Eschenbach, Freiherren von Gemperlein.
Stifter, Das Haidedorf.
Ali Baba.
Gerstacker, Germelshausen.
Heyse, L'Arrabbiata.
Moser & Heiden, KOpnickerstrasse.
Meyer, Gustav Adolf's Page.
Hoffmann, Historische Erzahlungen.
Journal of Chemical Society of London, 1875-1894. 40
vols.

Dr. Noyes recently delivered a lecture on "Combustion" before the R. R. Y. M. C. A. at Indianapolis.
Dr. Noyes has finally discovered the structural
composition of camphor, after eight years of work

on the subject.
Radiators have now been placed in the Y. M.
C. A. reading room, and one may again read
there in comfort.
Mr. Harold Tallmadge, of Columbus, 0., has
been spending a few days with his brother, TrafMr. Kendricks is at present studying at GOt- ford Tallmadge,'02.
tingen in the Nerust Laboratory.
Mr. Faurot has started a special class in GerThe Sophomores have ordered navy blue caps, man of the Sophomores who need German gramwith '02 on front, in old gold letters.
mar. It is well attended.
Mr. Neal, our shop carpenter, has completed
The arc lamps in the gymnasium have been
the patterns of a vise of his own design.
purchased and are now the property of the Instiarranged
has
been
east,
The north room floor,
tute, and may be used at any time.
in
architecture.
for the use of the students
Many of the books recently purchased for the
are already on the shelves, and the rest
library
enjoy
to
Mrs. York, of Pine Bluff, Ark., came
rapidly placed and catalogued.
being
are
the Thanksgiving turkey with her son Robert,'00.
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Several students availed themselves of the opportunity the three days' vacation presented of
breaking bread at their respective homes.
Dickerson,'01, who has been unable to attend
school for some time, on account of a severe attack of tonsilitus, is again able to be out.
It does not seem to be generally known that
there is a tank of compressed air in the shop,
with connections for blowing up bicycle tires.
Dr. Mees gave a dinner recently at the Terre
Haute House in honor of Messrs. Place and Harris. The members of the Faculty were present.
Prof. Peddle recently read a paper before the
Terre Haute Literary Club on "The Proper
Basis for Belief." It was printed in full in the
Gazette.
The constitution of the Scientific Society has
been placed in the Registrar's office. Those
wishing to become members are requested to sign
it at once.
B. P. Weatherhead, formerly of the Class of
'01, recently paid the Institute and his many
friends a visit. "Sap" has gone west to recover
his long-lost health.
A new projecting lantern for the Physical Laboratory is nearly completed. The lantern is to
be used for illustrating lectures held elsewhere
than at the Institute.
A large majority of the students are beginning
to realize, as the examinations begin to loom up
bigger and bigger, that there have been too many
good shows in town this term.
The crowded condition of the Civil Department
since field work has been suspended, has necessitated the purchase of some new office furniture
in the form of desks and stools.
Dr. McMurtrie, of New York, a chemist of national reputation, visited the Institute recently,
and was particularly interested in the methods of
instruction used in the Chemical department.
Mr. Huthsteiner,'01, now of Marshall Flats,
was given a very general and hearty welcome on
his return to school, after an absence of more

than two weeks, occasioned by his father's illness.
Since the DePauw game the Sophomores have
learned that "Too Bad" song, and upon every
occasion, especially in "Cronic Sections," when
the others have to go to the board, they sing it
with a will.
At a meeting of the Terre Haute Science Club
of several weeks ago, Professor Hathaway presented a paper on "The Age of the Earth," and
Professor Peddle spoke on "Modern YachtDesigning."
The city of Terre Haute is getting very hard
on the little Freshmen. Not only must the city
fathers enact a curfew law to keep them off the
street, but also they seem to have felt called on
to deprive the little ones of their cigarettes.
Strangely enough, though, there are very few
minors.
Prof. Hathaway, in a recent lecture on the
"Number," made the following remark: "That
the minus sign meant the reverse and referred to
quality, and that some things could not have a.
minus sign on that account. Students could not
be minus because they have not any qualities to
reverse."
A nicely bound album, containing the photographs of the members of the Class of '99, has
recently been received and placed in the library.
Instead of framing the pictures, as has been done
heretofore, it was suggested that the album system be substituted, and no doubt this will become a class custom.
A recent addition has been made to the quite
extensive collection of materials for construction
of the Institute, consisting of two large panels of
tile and loose specimens as samples of tints, etc.
These panels, presented by the Zanesville Mosaic
Tile Co., of which Mr. Langenbeck is manager,
are set in the wall at the foot of the stairs, the
one on the east side representing a torch and
wreath, while the one on the west side is a monogram of R. P. I. These designs have been especially prepared for that Institute to show that
company's Roman Mosaic floor tile.
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'from the Engineering Press.
The very interesting discussion under the head
of "Professional Degrees" which for some weeks
has been taking place in the columns of the
Electric World and Engineer, has, at last brought
out a very strong consensus of opinion on one
point—that such degree should not be granted upon graduation. On the other hand, there is wide
variance of opinion as to when and under what
conditions professional degrees should be conferred by engineering schools. In the opinion of
some who joined in the discussion, professional
degrees should be deferred until a specified time
after graduation, and then only granted upon the
presentation of the thesis; and others that consider that evidence of having been engaged for a
certain period in responsible engineering work is
a prerequisite.
The difference of opinion seems to be a natural
consequence of the uncertainty which exists as to
the proper method of engineering education. If
the main function of an engineering school is considered to be the teaching of the principles of engineering science, leaving the acquirement of its
practice until after graduation, the granting of a
degree should necessarily await the production of
evidence on the part of the applicant that he has
since graudation acquired the necessary qualification for it. If, on the other hand, a course
rests upon the theory that the graduate is to be
fitted for the responsible engineering work upon
leaving school, the degree may be considered
properly conferred if granted at the completion of
the course, or at the most, await only such a time
as may be thought necessary for the graduate to
obtain a footing.—The Electric World and Enginee?.
Twenty-seven carloads of structural material
were shipped from East Berlin, Conn., by the
Berlin Bridge Company on the 15th inst., con-

signed to the United States Commission, Paris,
France. This trainload of material is for the
construction of a typical American machine shop,
to be used exclusively for the American exhibition of iron and wood-working machinery at the
Paris Exposition of 1900. The United States
Commission will use this material in the erection
of a building 343 feet long and 74 feet wide,
which will be equipped with power.—American
Machinist.
The great development of the electrical industries and the resulting tendency toward specialization has led Professor Aldrich to arrange
the work of the University of Illinois accordingly. At the end of the first two and a half
years of his work the student is offered three
electives, the regular electrical, the electro-physical and the electro-chemical courses. Great attention is paid to alternate current, polyphase
and metallurgical work. The degree of electrical engineer is only given after five years'
work.—American Machinist.
The topical discussion last week at the American Institute of Electrical Engineers elicited some
interesting particulars in connection with wireless
telegraphy. Prof. Fessenden showed, with the
aid.of a wire skeleton frame, the outlines of an
advancing wave train from an excited vertical oscillator, and drew some interesting inferences
from the model. While the theory of the wave
transmission has already been developed, the
many discrepancies which still exist between theoretical deductions and practical results indicate
that much additional exact information must be
obtained concerning these waves before our
knowledge of them can be considered sufficiently
reliable to form a sure guide for practical or commercial work.—Electric World and Engineer.

